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MOTIVATION

• Most financial markets are opaque and exhibit asymmetric information

• Regulators aim at transparency
• Transparency => Efficiency

• Holds only if traders take advantage of the available information

 

• Motivating question: when available, do traders take advantage of all 
free and publicly available information? 



SETUP

• Take advantage of blockchain based markets where all trades are available in 
real time for all to see

• MakerDao decentralized lending platform on the Ethereum blockchain

• Loans taken for leveraging and margin trading

Ask:
• Do traders take advantage of publicly available data?
• Measured by tendency of traders to follow other traders’ investment strategy

• If not, why?
• What costs may be associated with the use of free and publicly available information



PREVIEW OF RESULTS
• Previous loan performance can be a useful indicator to help traders identify those with 

superior/inferior past performance. 

Do traders follow “winners”? No!

• No evidence that traders with higher past loan returns attract more followers

Why? Awareness, integration and acquisition costs.

• High integration costs—calculating returns on investment is complex

• High awareness and acquisition costs—monitoring transactions in real-time as well as acquiring 
the information has (at least) high initial fixed costs
• Likely requires a bot and an Ethereum node for data acquisition and evaluation
• Costly for the non-sophisticated traders



THE MAKERDAO PROTOCOL
• A set of smart contracts deployed on Ethereum that allows users to borrow Dai 
when depositing ETH. 
• Public and permissionless
• Loans are overcollateralized
• Decentralized

• Dai is Maker’s native token and is pegged to the US dollar. 



THE MAKERDAO LOAN CONTRACT
• The amount that the user can borrow depends on the collateralization 
ratio (= collateral in USD/ value of Dai in USD)
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LIQUIDATION

 If the collateralization ratio is below 150% (for example, when the value of ETH 
suddenly drops), the user can face a liquidation event: ETH in the account is sold to 
cover the loan, interest, and liquidation expense (13% fee). 

1 Deposited ETH @
$2,000 USD/ETH

2,000 Borrowed 
Dai

Liquidation

ETH sold to payback 
the loan and fees; 

what’s left is returned 
to User



DATA

 MakerDao’s official Dai 1.0 API:
All loan contracts from December 2017 to May 2020 (350,000 loans).
Sample restrictions

Users have at least two loans
Borrowers took out at least $1 US dollar in each loan

Final sample size of 8,062 loans, and 2,545 unique users

 Every transaction executed under the loan contract

 User-specific information on the Ethereum blockchain



LEVERAGED TRADING 
(LOOPING)

 One of the most popular trading 
strategies in our dataset is to 

Deposit ETH to borrow Dai

Convert back to ETH

Deposit back to the loan contract 
to take out more Dai

 This process increases investor’s 
exposure to ETH and can be 
profitable if the value of ETH 
appreciates while the traders hold 
the loan. 



DEFINITION OF LOAN RETURN

  



EXAMPLE: CALCULATING LOAN 
RETURN

Ending collateral value = 52.08 Ending cash balance = 0
Cash used = 10.23 + 11.58 + 5.5 + 24.5 = 51.81
Return is (52.08-51.81)/51.81 = 0.5%



WHAT INDICATORS MAY INFORM OF 
PERFORMANCE:
RETURNS • Persistence in return: last loan return 

positively predicts current loan return.

• One standard deviation increase in last 
loan return increases next loan return 
by 3.6%



• Persistence in liquidation events: previous 
liquidation event positively predicts current 
liquidation. 

• Previous liquidation increases the probability 
of current liquidation by almost 30%.

WHAT INDICATORS MAY INFORM OF 
PERFORMANCE:
LIQUIDATION EVENTS



DO TRADERS FOLLOW 
“WINNERS”?



THE FOLLOWING MEASURE
The follower of this transaction borrows from 
the MakerDao protocol within 15 minutes 
after the original transaction. 

The follower of this loan is someone who 
follows at least half of all borrowing and 
repayment transactions. 

The following score is the number of 
followers of a loan.



DO TRADERS FOLLOW 
“WINNERS”? NO!



COSTS ASSOCIATED WITH 
FOLLOWING

 Why don’t traders use the publicly available information to follow ”winners”?

 Following requires:

1. Historical data to identify “winners” and “losers”
Acquire historical information and calculate returns

2. Real time data to actively follow other traders
Monitor, acquire, evaluate in real time 



COSTS ASSOCIATED WITH USING 
HISTORICAL DATA

▪ Awareness and acquisition costs for historical blockchain data are low

▪ Integration costs may still be high—requires the calculation of returns

▪ Test whether a reduction in integration costs of historical data result in more following
▪Focus on liquidations, as avoiding ”losers” does not require use of real time data
▪Study how the availability of tools that provide data that makes identifying liquidation easy yet 
does not affect the costs associated with calculating affect traders’ following behavior. 
▪Split the sample before/after December 2018 when the Maker foundation launched a website 
that provided aggregated loan information data—highlighting liquidated loans. 



Traders still don’t follow “winners”
BUT avoid “losers” once tracking them 
becomes easy



COSTS ASSOCIATED WITH USING 
REAL TIME DATA

▪ Monitoring and acquiring real time data is costly, specifically if done manually.

▪ Following likely requires investment in automating the process.

▪ Even when automated, costs of following in real-time increases with the number 
of smart contracts the followed trader interacts with



Traders that interact with more smart 
contracts are less likely to be followed



CONCLUSION

 Policy implications:

▪ Transparency by itself is not enough

▪ Information should be easy to collect and process

▪ Policy makers should aim at the provision of easy to access and 
digestible information, rather than transparency per-se.  
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